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PREFACE

This document presents surface heating and flow field data, correla-

tions, and an analysis of three-dimensional shock wave boundary layer

interaction heating. The study was conducted by McDonnell Aircraft Company

under Contract F33615-73-C-3046, Project Number 1366, issued by the Air

Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. This

final report, submitted in April 1974, describes all of the work accomplished

for the duration of the contract beginning in January 1973 and ending in

April 1974. The experimental program was conducted in the NASA Langley

Unitary Plan lunnel during a two week test period beginning in June .1973.

The contract effort was directed by Mr. Richard D. Neumann (AFFDL/FXG)

of the Flight Dynamics Laboratory. The NASA test project engineer was

Mr. Robert L. Stallings, Jr. Key McDonnell Aircraft personnel were

Dr. Kenneth H. Token, who as Principal Investigator, was responsible for

planning of the test program, interpretation of the results, and develop-

ment of the analytical techniques; Hichard R. Dieckmann, who served as

Program Manager; Richard D. Hardin, who served as test engineer; Kenneth

BorStmeyer, who p,.ovided the model design; end John E. Harder, who developed

the :-.chnique for machine plotting of test results.

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.

Chief, Fligbt Mechanics Division
AF Flight Dynamics Laboratory



SUMMARY

Three-dimensional shock wave turbulent bound5ary layer interactions

caused by a fin-plate configuration (glancing shock problem) were

investigated experimentally and analytically.

Wind tunnel tests were conducted at a Mach number of 3.71 and at

Reynolds numbers of 1.5 x and 3.5 x 10 per foot. The interactions

were studied at near full scale conditions by mounting one of several

fins normal to the tunnel sidewall in the naturally turbulent, 6 inches

thick sidewall boundary layer. Tests were primarily conducted with a sharp

leading edge planar fin, although blunt and blunt swept planar fins were

also used. The fins were deflected to angles from -4 to +20 degrees, in

2 degree increments, relative to the free stream flow. Surface pressures,

surface heating, pitot pressure profiles, and oil flow patterns were

measured. All measurements were made with excellent spatial resolution

due to the thickness of the sidewall boundary layer.

The experimental flow field and heating data indicate that the

interaction region is a very complex three dimensional flow field. The

data agree favorably with McCabe's criterion for three-dimensional incipient

boundary layer separation. The flow field disturbance caused by the inter-

action was observed to propagate relatively large distances upstream of the

fin generated shock wave for both separated and unseparated flow. Local

peak heating rates were measured close to the fin surface and observed to

* increase with distance downstream. Maximum heating rates were not mea-

sured, they occur further aft than the most downstream measurements.

The experimental data were used to develop new analytical and correla-

tion procedures. The test results indicate that the interaction flow field

may be dominated by a vortex. This hypothesis is used to develop a new

analytical technique for calculating heating distributions between the imping-

ing fin shock wave and the peak heating locus. To compliment this analysis,

new correlations are obtained for the location and magnitude of peak heating

and the magnitude of the heating at the impinging shock wave location.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Aerodynamic heating rates cn aircraft and missiles increase with

vehicle speed. In many regions on the surface, vehicle geometry causes

shock waves to interact with the surface boundary layers. These shock wave

boundary layer interactions cause local heating rates which are consider-

ably higher than undisturbed heating values. Recent investigations of

shock wave boundary layer interactions are summarized by Korkegi in

Reference 1. High localized heating rates can be major design problems on

high speed weapon systems.

Three-dimensional shock wave boundary layer interactions have not been

considered extensively in the past. However, three-dimensional interactions

can produce local heating rates which are higher than those produced by two-

dimensional interactions. Test data obtained on small scale models

indicated that the three-dimensional interactions

will occur in many areas on the surface of high speed aircraft. Neumann

and Burke in Reference 3 developed a technique for predicting three-

dimensional interaction peak heating magnitudes and locations. Their approach

is based on the hypothesis that the impinging shock wave effectively destroys

the existing boundary layer and that an effective new boundary layer is formed

in the itteraction region. This proposed correlation, however, does not

compare well with turbulent data.

This report presents the results of an experimental and analytical pro-

gram to study three-dimensional shock wave turbulent boundary layer inter-

actions.

The experimental program was conducted by investigating interactions

in the thick, naturally turbulent boundary layer on a wind tunnel sidewall.

The goal was to make measurements with suf:licient spatial resolution to

accurately identify heating and surface flow distributions, and to obtain

data at near flight scale conditions. Wind tunnel tests were conducted at

a free stream Mach number of 3.71 and at two Reynolds numbers: 1.5 and

3.5 x 106 per foot. The experimental configuration is shown in Figure 1.

Planar fins with sharp, blunt, and ,. ant swept leading edges were mounted

normal to the tunnel sidewall. Primary emphasis was placed on data with

the sharp leading edge fin since the more simple fin geometry produces an

Preceding page blank
9
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FIGURE 1 THREE-DIMENSIONAL SHOCK WAVt: TURBULENT BOUNDARY
LAYER INTERACTION CONFiG.JRATION

interaction which can be more easily handled analytically. Tests were con-
ducted with the fins remotely i £lected to angles from -4 to +20 degrees

relative to the free stream flow, in 2 degree increments. An instrumented

plate, mounted flush with the tunnel sidewall, was positioned relative to

the fin in order to measure surface pressures and surface heating in the

interaction region. In addition, pitot pressure profiles and surface oil

streak patterns in the interaction region were measured and recorded.

Vie sharp fin test results indicate that the three-dimensional shock

wave boundary layer interaction region is a complex flow region which causes

a highly nonuniform heating distribution. The test data agree favorably with

McCabe's three-dimensional incipient boundary layer separation criterion.

The data also indicate that the interaction disturbance propagates a relatively

large distance upstream of the fin shock wave for separated and unseparated

flow inteructions. The observed local peak heating data shows that peak

heating lies close to the fin-plate interface and that the peak heating

increases with distance downstream of the leading edge. Based on the rate

of increase in the local peak heating magnitude with distance aft, it is

10



apparent that the maximum heating is downstream of the most aft instrumenta-

tion. The magnitude of the heating at the impinging shock wave location

was found to be constant along the shock and to only depend on fin deflection

angle. Measured surface pressures in t1  interaction region never reached

values calculated by oblique shock theory. The wind tunnel test program

and results from the tests are discussed in Section 2.

The analytical program was conducted by correlating the measured heat-

ing data, and by developing a new analysis technique for heating distribu-

tions. Favorable correlations and comparisons were obtained between the

analysis technique and test data. Data correlations and the analysis techni-

que are presented in Section 3.

A new correlation for the peak heating location and magnitude in the

interaction region caused by a sharp leading edge fin was developed. The

correlation for peak heating location compares favorably with Reference 3

test data obtained at Mach numbers of 6 and 8. The variation of peak heat-

ing magnitude as a function of distance from the fin leading edge is shown

to be independent of fin deflection angle when it is normalized by the

oblique shock pressure ratio raised to the 0.9 power. The peak heating

magnitude was correlated for the range of perameters available in the experi-

mental phase of the study. Based on the measured data, it is hypothesized

that the interaction flow field is dominated by a spiral vortex formed by

the rollup of the separated boundary layer. This hypothesis suggests

that the downstream distance to the point of maximum heating will scale

with boundary layer thickness

Heating at the impinging shock location was correlated for sharp fin

data. This new coril.ation shows that the shock impingement heating is

constant for fin deflection angles which are less than McCabe's incipient

separation angle. The heating at the shock impingement location is shown

to increase monotonically with fin deflection angle for fin deflection

angles greater than McCabe's incipient separation angle. The heating at the

shock impingement location was observed to be independent of distance down-

stream of the fin leading edge. The constant heating along the shock impinge-

ment line suggests that it is characteristic of turbulent heating in a

separated region.

The vortex flow hypothesis was used to develop a new analytical techni-

que for defining heating distributions between the impinging shock wave

11



and the peak heating locus. The analytical heating distribution techni-

que favorably correlates the sharp fin test data. The heating distributions,

in nondimensional form, are shown to be independent of the fin angle and

downstream location, except in the region very close to the fin leading edge.

The correlations and analysis technique developed from the sharp lead-

ing edge fin data are compared with blunt, and blunt swept fin test data.

Considering the flow field complexity introduced by fin blunting and sweep,

the correlations compare favorably, or they deviate in an explainable

N manner,

.4
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The experimental program consisted of model design and fabrication, wind

tunnel testing, and rubsequent data reduction. The model, which contains a

high surface instrumentation density, was installed as part of the sidewall

of the NASA Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel. Wind tunnel tests were con-

ducted at a Mach number of 3.71 and Reynolds numbers of 3.5 and 1.5 x 106 per

foot. A remotely positionable fin, mounted normal to the sidewall, produced

an oblique shock which interacted with the naturally turbulent sidewall bound-

ary layer. Testing was conducted with five fin configurations oriented at

selected fin deflection angles between -4 and +20 degrees relative to the free-

stream flow. Measurements of surface pressure, heat transfer, oil flow

patterns and pitot pressure profiles were recorded. Data measured in the

interaction region were reduced to engineering units and presented on machine

generated plots. The plotted rrsults and the oil flow patterns indicate cer-

tain qualitative characteristics of the interaction region. ,ll pertinent

aspects of the wind tunnel, the model, the testing, and the data reduction and

data accuracy are discussed in Section 2.1. A discussion of the test results

is presented in Section 2.2.

2.1 Wind Tunnel, Model, and Testing

Wind tunnel tests were co-,iducted in the NASA Langley Unitary Plan Wind

Tunnel. The turbulent boundary layer which flows along the test section side-

wall was used as part of the test flow field. Surface and flow field measure-

ments were made in the interaction region formed by this boundary layer and

the shock wave emanating from fins mounted perpendicular to the sidewall. The

test facility, model, instrumentation, test conditions, and data reduction are

o•cussed in this section.

2.1.1 Wind Tunnel - The NASA Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel is a con-

tinuous flow, variable pressure tunnel with a two-dimensional nozzle. The

asymmetric sliding block nozzle provides Mach number variations. Heat trans-

fer measurements are made using the thin skin technique which requires a rapid

rise in the tunnel total temperature. The tunnel compressor afterccolers are

bypassed to provide a rapid rise to an increased total temperature for such

tests. In the facility, the temperature increases 150*R in 4 seconds when

the aftercoolers are bypassed. The period when the total temperature is high

is termed the heat pulse. The steady state total temperature during periods

13



of compressor aftercooling is nominally 610 0 R. During the heat pulse a total

temperature of nominally 760OR is attained. A more thorough description of

the facility is provided in Reference 4.

2.1.2 Model - The wind tunnel model consists of a flat plate assembly

and several assemblies which support and position one of five interchangeable

shock generating fins. Figure 2 is an oblique frontal installation photograph

of the model with a fin attached. A sketch of the wind tunnel model assembly

presented in Figure 3 identi" I c,,mponents. A highly instrumented test

plate assembly is mounted in an adap pla e assembly. The adapter plate

assembly is attached to the test section door which is recessed from the tunnel

sidewall. Windward surfaces of both plate assemblies are flush with the tunnel

sidewall. One of five interchangeable fin assemblies is held in a position

normal to the test plate assembly. Each fin assembly rotates about a fixed

pivot pin by an electro-hydraulic fin deflection system.

"The boundary flow region in the vicinity of the corners of the test sec-

tion, where the boundary layers from the walls and the floor or ceiling merge,
was anticipated to be highly non-uniform. To avoid these non-uniformities,

Tunnel Sidewall'* • - ý-.4,. J,

Blunt Leading
Edge Fin

Instrumented
Test Plate

FIGURE 2 PHOTO OF MODEL INSTALLATION
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FIGURE 3 WIND TUNNEL MODEL ASSEMBLY

all instrumentation and the shock generating fins were located in a region

within 13 inches on each side of the test section midline. This test region

is approximately two boundary layer thicknesses from the corners of the test

section.

2.1.2.1 Test Plate Assembly - The test plate assembly is illustrated in

Figure 4. It consists of a 32-inch diameter aluminum base plate, a phenolic

fiberglass honeycomb core, and a 0.032-inch thick stainless steel test plate

insert. The test plate insert was sized to measure heat transfer distributions

by the thin skin technique. The test plate insert, the honeycomb core, and

the base plate are bonded together to form a sandwich construction.

Elongated slots 1-1/2 inches wide are provided in the base plate and in

the honeycomb core. This is where 184 surface pressure taps and 240 thermo-

couples are located and routed.

2.1.2.2 Fin Assemblies - There are five shock generating fin assemblies,

as illustrated in Figure 5. The short sharp leading edge fin, the extended

sharp leading edge fin, and the blunt leading edge fin use the same fin base

plate and three different leading edge sections. The swept leading edge fins,

with sweep angles of 450 and 600, are blunt. The sharp leading edge fins

15
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have scarf angles of 150 and a leading edge bluntness of less than 0.020 inches

radius. The blunt leading edge fins have a 1.00-inch circular leading edge

diameter in the plane normal to the sweep angle. All fins have a Teflon seal

to prevent air flow at the fin-test plate assembly interface.

2.1.2.3 Electro-Hydraulic Fin Deflection Assembly - The deflection angle

of the shock generating fins is controlled by an electro-hydraulic fin deflec-

tion assembly. The fin deflection assembly, which contains a feed-back control,

is used to remotely positikn the fin assembly to deflection angles between -4

and +20 degrees. The fin position signal, which is input to the feedback con-

trol circuit, is provided by a linear potentiometer. A digital voltmeter pro-

vides a visual fin position read-out. The signal is also supplied to the data

acquisition system.

2.1.3 Instrumentation - Thin skin temperatures and surface pressures

were measured on a portion of the test plate assembly surface. Surface pres-

sures were also measured at selected locations on the fin surface and on the

adapter plate assembly. The general location of the pressure and thermocouple

instrumentation on the tunnel sidewall is illustrated in Figure 6. Pitot pres-

sure profiles were obtained in the interaction region at a fixed axial station

and at five transverse locations with a NASA Langley five-probe rake. Surface

oil flow patterns for selected configurations were photographed using an AFFDL

oil technique. Details of the instrumentation, including calibration tech-

niques for each type of measurement, are discussed in following sections.

2.1.3.1 Thermocouple Measurements - The transient response of thermo-

couples was used to determine heat transfer coefficients by the thin skin

technique. The thermocouples were located on the bar'k (non-flow) side of the

test plate insert. The mathematical formulation for determining the heat

transfer coefficient is presented in Section 2.1.5.1.

The model is designed to determine surface heat transfer from the response

of 240 thermocouples on the test plate insert. The thermocouple junctions were

formed by spot welding iron-constantan wires (30 gage) to the back side of the

test plate insert. The 240 thermocouples are distributed along four instrumen-

tation columns on the test plate insert. During the model installation, only

198 thermocouples were connected due to facility data recording limitations.

Also, four thermocouples became inoperative. Testing was, therefore, conducted

with 194 operational thermocouples which were located as indicated in Figure 7.
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2.1.3.2 Surface Pressure Measurements - A total of 200 0.05-inches

diameter surface pressure taps are deployed on the test plate insert, on the

unswept fin base plate, and on the adapter plate assembly. The locations of

the pressure taps are illustrated in Figure 6.

There are 189 surface pressure taps on the test plate insert. A total

of 184 of these pressure taps are arranged in four columns on the test plate.

Each column was approximately normal to the test section flow. Three of these

184 pressure taps were not operational during testing. The location of pres-

sure taps on these four instrumentation columns is indicated in Figure 8. The

five remaining pressure taps on the test plate insert are located as indicated

in Figure 6. These five pressure taps served as a further aid in defining the

flow field.

Five pressure taps are distributed on the surface of the fin bcse plate.

Pressures measured by these pressure taps served as a check on the fin deflec-

tion angle. Some flow field information was also obtained since these taps

provide a small amount of fin surface pressure information.

There are six pressure taps on the adapter plate assembly. These pres-

sure taps measured static pressures upstream of the test region. They also

served as a check on the calculated static pressure which was used in the data

reduction, as explained in Section 2.1.5.2.

2.1.3.3 Pitot Pressure Profile Measurements - Pitot pressure measure-

ments were made with a NASA Langley five-probe pitot pressure rake at the

axial location defined in Figure 6. Figure 9 is a schematic illustration

providing the dimensions of the rake and the pitot pressure profile measure-

ment stations. The rake was traversed in a direction normal to the sidewall

and measurements were made at the 18 rake stations tabulated on Figure 9.

DurJi• each traverse of the rake, five pitot profiles were obtained. The pitot

pressures were measured with the probes at an effective angle of attack,

dependent on fin deflection angle, since the rake was maintained at constant

attitude while the fins were deflected between 0 and +20 degrees. Measure-

ments made with similar probes by Stallings, Reference 5, at Mach number 3.71

indicate a maximum error of 10% when the probes were placed at a 20 degree

yaw angle.

2.1.3.4 Oil Flow Techniqu.g - Surface streamline patterns were photo-

graphed for selected fin configurations via the oil flow technique. An AFFDL
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2 0.125 Surface
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FIGURE 9 PITOT PRESSURE RAKE DETAIL AND PROFILE
MEASUREMENT STATIONS
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oil mixture was evaluated on a portion of the sidewall during initial testing

and was subsequently used du.ing oil flow tests. This oil is very viscous,

having a high percentage of STP brand automotive oil treatment and traceI: amounts of oleic acid and titanium dioxide. In all cases the oil was applied

to the sidewall in vertical strips, approximately an inch wide, with a nominal

6 inch spacing in the test region. During interaction region oil floy tests

a strip of oil was also applied on the sidewall near the fin base to accommo-

date high shearing rates in that region.

2.1.3.5 Calibration Criteria - The instrumentation calibration techniques

are described in this section foL each of the types of measurements made.
All pressure measurements were made in a segmented sequential manner

using scanivalves. A pressure transducer measured the pressure imposed by

each port as the scanivalve sampled them sequentially. NASA equipment and

NASA calibration techniques were used. The scanivalve also sampled the pres-

sure from two known pressure sources. These known pressure levels were

recorded and provided a calibration for the transducer.

The standard iron-constantan thermocouple calibration curve was used to

reduce all thermocouple data. The thermocouples were not calibrated. The

actual calibration curve consists of thermoelectric effects from the thermo-

couple junctions, Cannon plug solder connections and pinsocket interfaces,

solder connections at the reference junction, and the reference junction

itself. It is desirable that the slopes nf the two calibration curves (actual

and assumed standard) be the same so that the measured transient wall temper-

ature differences are correct. The absolute value of the calibration is less

important.

The potentiometer that measured fin deflection angle was calibrated

relative to an inclinometer after the model was installed in the wi-ad tunnel

and prior to wind tunnel tests each day. The resulting relationship between

deflection angle and differential voltage was used to determine fin positions

during tests •nd for the data prin~out.

The pitot probe rake position potentiometer was calibrated prior to the

test program. The calibration was obtained relative to rake position changes

as indicated by a precision length measuring device. Zero distance was

defined during the test by electrical contact between the pitot rake and the

sidewall. The resulting calibration curve was used during tests to adjust
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probe positions and to supply correct rake locations.

2.1.4 Test Conditions - Wind tunnel test conditions and testing methods,

which were used to monitor and insure the flow field integrity, are described

in the following section for each type of measuremeut made. A summary test

matrix is presented in Section 2.2.

2.1.4.1 Wind Tunnel Test Conditions - All wind tunnel tests were con-

ducted at a Mach number of 3.71. The nominal total temperature was 610'R

for normal operation and 760*R during the heat pulse mode of operation. The

two Reynolds numbers selected for the tests were 1.5 x 106 and 3.5 x 106 per

foot.

The standard operating procedure in the NASA Langley Unitary Plan Wind

Tunnel is to measure stagnation pressure in the settling chamber upstream of

the nozzle. This pressure level is used to establish the desired Reynolds

numbers in the wind tunnel. The stagnation pressure reading is also required

for data reduction.

The total temperature level was measured during all heat transfer tests

with probes mounted on the sidewall opposite from the model installation.

ft Data from Reference 5 indicates that the total temperature profiles at both

sidewalls are identical to within probe accuracy.

2.1.4.2 Testing Methods - Testing methods used during the test program
A can be delineated according to the type of measurement made. Four types of

primary measurements were obtained; thin skin temperature, surface pressure,

pitot pressure, and surface oil flow photographs.

Duritg the test program heat transfer data were obtained using the thin

skin technique. This technique requires the recording of thin skin tempera-

tures during a heat pulse mode of operation. The heat pulse was not initiated

or terminated until the thermocouple readings become constant implying that

the test plate had reached local thermal equilibrium. The heat transfer

testing progressed b) measuring the "cold" equilibrium temperatures, the heat

pulse was applied, transient temperature data were obtained, and the heat

pulse was maintained until the "hot" equilibrium temperatures and the hot

pressures were measured. Thus, surface pressure data were measured each time

heat -- nsfer data were measured. In addition, heat transfer runs were

duplicated with the short sharp fin as Lime and schedule permitted. Dupli-

cate heating data were obtained at the low Reynolds number condition and at
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12 degree and 18 degree fin deflection angles. During the heating and pres-

sure testing tufts were deployed at strategic locations in the test region to

assure that the interaction region was not influenced by other disturbances.

The pitot rake was positioned by electrical contact with the sidewall

and the pitot pressure was sensed. Thereafter, using the probe position cali-

bration the pitot rake was positioned at selected distances from the sidewall.

The probe pressure was allowed to come to equilibrium and the pressures were

recorded. This was continued for all pitot rake stations. Subsequently, the

surface pressure levels were measured before fin angle or other variables

were changed.

Oil flow studies were conducted after all other testing was completed

so that the surface heating and pressure results would not be compromised by

the presence of the oil.

Two methods of oil flow measurements were attempted. One mode of surface

oll flow testing was to start the tunnel with the fin at a small angle of

attack. Subsequently, the oil pattern was photographed, the fin was advanced

to a larger deflection angle, and the oil flow pattern was again photographed.

Testing was continued in this manner for three to four fin deflections. This

manner of testing is similar to that suggested by Stanbrook, Reference 6.

During the second oil flow test mode the tunnel was started with the fin at

the desired deflection angle, the oil pattern for that deflection angle

setting was photographed, the tunnel was shut down, oil was reapplied, and the

procpqs was repeated for other desired fin deflection angles. A comparison of

the results during the testing revealed that the outer oil accumulation line

could be determined as accurately by the first method as with the second.

However, surface flow directions in the interaction region became confused

using the first method. The oil streaks tended to flow along the wetted

surface. Therefore, all observed surface flow directions for the second and

subsequent fin deflection settings were confusing. Thus the second oil flow

technique which requires tunnel shut down between fin deflection settings was

used for the remaining oil flow tests.

2.1.5 Data Reduction - The basic data recording and reduction process

is schematically illustrated in Figure 10. Signals from all sensors were

conditioned and subsequently provided to the NASA Langley Computer System

where they were stored on magnetic tape and to the on-site visual display
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(millivolt units). In the coiu'.ter systcia tbe millivolt signals were subse-

quently read from the magnetic tape, calibration factors were applied, and
calculations were made to provide required data formats. The data was then
written on magnetic tape and tabulated on paper. The data on magnetic tape

was subsequently used to generate machine plots after data from unconnected

or malfunctioning sensors, or sensors located under or behind the fin had been

deleted. Machine plots eased the task of scrutinizing the data for consistency

and validity. The paper tabulated data was used to check the machine plots

and for manual data plotting.

OJi flow data which was photographically recorded was viewed qualita-

tively although some selected quantitative measurements were made on the

photographs. Within the framework of basic data reduction, data for each

type of instrumentation required special treatment as discussed in this

section.

2.1.5.1 Heat Transfer Data Reduction - Heat transfer coefficients were

calculated by using the standard thin skin heat transfer data reduction equa

tion of Reference 4, which is reproduced below:

W Cp (d Tw/dt)
h = T -T "- " i

eq w

Calculation of the heating is based on the assumptions that no temperature

gradients occur through the skin, that a step function in total temperature

is applied, and that radiative and conductive heat transfer from the skin

can be neglected. The parameters W and Cp were based on measurements made

on the thin skin material, and T .ias measured during the testing for both

"hot" and "cold" flow. T variations (T (t)) were measured at each thermo-

couple location for a period of ',3 seconds. The appropriate Tw (t) was

selected by the NASA test engineer based cn the shape of the total tempera-

ture transient.

The heat transfer coefficients obtained by this technique for all tests

with fins were normalized with respect to values obtained with no fin (bare

sidewall). This technique eliminates, in an approximate manner, effects on

the measured heating due to heat transfer through the back side of the test

plate and other biased errors since these effects tend to cancel. Lateral

conduction corrections were calculated for all heat transfer data in an
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approximate manner. The lateral conduction errors are negligible within the

accuracy of the approximation, Reference 5. The heat transfer data were re-

duced to heat transfer coefficient, normalized heat transfer coefficient, and

Stanton number data.

2,1.5.2 Surface Pressure Data Reduction - All surface pressure data were

reduced to three formats: measured surface pressure, pressure coefficient,

and pressure normalized with respect to the freestream static pressure.

2.1.5.3 Pitot Pressure Data Reduction - Pitot pressure data were

reduced and normalized with respect to freestream total pressure. Thus both

absolute and normalized pitot pressure data were obtained.

2.1.5.4 Oil Flow Data Reduction - Oil flow photographs were reduced to

quantitative data by measuring selected angles of characteristic oil flow

patterns. Measurements were made of the inclination of oil streak lines in

separated flow regions and maximum deflection angles in the interaction

region.

2.1.6 Data Accuracy - The accuracy of the meacured data is comprised of

the instrumentaticn accuracy, the accuracy of the signal conditioning equip-

ment, the repeatability of the facility run conditions, and the accuracy of

calibration constants and physical parameters used in converting data to

physical units. All transducers except for the fin deflection angle sensors

and the thermocouple junctions were supplied by NASA at the facility. All

signal conditioning and recording used standard facility equipment. The faci-

lity repeatability was checked by repeating measurements at two of the lower

Reynolds number test conditions. The results of this check are discussed in

Section 2.2. Calibration factors and physical parameters were determined

using techniques consistent with accepted wind tunnel practice. Table 1 pre-

sents a summary of the transducer and measurement accuracies.

The heat transfer coefficients were determined using the thin skin

technique. The thin skin temperature was measured using thermocouple junc-

tions spot welded on the back side of the test plate. Standard thermocouple

wire was used and the inherent uncertainty in temperature measurement is

indicated on Table I where the possible error is tabulated. Care was taken

in the design of the thin skin test plate to reduce thermal inertia and heat

leaks. The thin skin thermophysical properties for use during data reduction

were accurately measured and the thin skin thickness was measured at each

thermocouple location. The accuracy of the resultant heat transfer coefficient
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TABLE 1 MEASUREMENT ACCURACY

Data Type Quantity Measured Transducer Measurement
Accuracy Accuracy

Heat Thermocouple Junction
Transfer Temperature (OF) - 1.50 F (1o) 2.23% of Full Scale

Heat Transfer Coefficient
h Btu/ft2 secOF
0.015 h ................ ................. ..... +10%
0.0014 h < 0.015 ......... ................. ..... ± 15%

0.0003 4 h < 0.001 ......... ................. ..... ±20%
h < 0.0003 ........................... No Significance

to Measurement

Surface Surface Pressure ±0.0125 psia 0.5% of Full Scale
Pressure (5 psia Transducer) (100)

Pitot Pressure Pitot Pressure and 0.0375 psia
and Stagnation Stagnation Pressure (15 psia 00) 0.5% of Full Scale
Pressure Transducer) (1 a)

Pitot Probe Pitot Probe Location
Location (NASA Mechanism ±0.005 in.and Potentiometer)

F in P o s it io n ± 0 .0 9 2 0 D efl e cti o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(Linear Potentiometer) ± 0.0920 Deflection + 0.0S70 Deflection

is indicated on Table 1 based on NASA experience during a large number of heat

transfer tests, Reference 4. It represents the total error observed for data

taken during numerous repeat runs. Thus, the cited values contain random as

well as biased errors and hence are dependent on model design.

All pressure measurements were made using transducers with 0.25 percent

accuracy based on a one sigma (1a) standard deviation. The scanivalves and

signal conditioning equipment increase the measurement error to 0.5 percent of

the full scale measurement.

The fin deflection angle and pitot rake positions were sensed with cali-

brated, temperature compensated, potentiometers. The accuracy shown on Table

I for the pitot probe location is based on NASA observation. The fin position

accuracy is based on MCAIR observation prior to and during the wind tunnel

testing.

2.2 Test Results

Wind tunnel tests were conducted for a range of test conditions, fin con-

figurations, and types of measurement. Table 2 is a test matrix which summa-

rizes the data obtained. All tests were conducted at a Mach number of 3.71,

and at a Reynolds number of 1.5 or 3.5 x 106 per foot. Table 2 illustrates

that primary emphasis was placed on the sharp leading edge fin configuration

and on the higher Reynolds number data. Prior to deploying the fins, for inter-

action measurements, the surface heating, surface pressure, and bare sidewall
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TABLE 2 DATA SUMMARY

Reynolds Fin Angles (degree)

Number Model
Per Foot Geometry Surface Surface Pitot Suriace
x 10-6 Heat Transfer Pressure Pressure Oil Flow

Bare
Sidewall No Fin No Fin No Fin

Sharp -4,0,2,4,6,8,10, -4,0,2,4,6,8,10, 0,4,8,12, 4,8,12,16,20
Short Fin 12,14,16,18,2U 12,14,16,18,20 16,20

Sharp -4,0,2,4,6,8, -4,0,2,4,6,8,10,
SExtended Fin 10,12,14 17,14

B 3.5 Fn2,0126014

Blunt Fin 2,6,10,14 2,6,10,14 4,12,16

I Blunt

450 Sweep Fin 2,6,10,14 2,6,10,14

Blunt 2,6,10,14 2,6,10,14
600 Sweep Fin

Bare
Sidewall No Fia No Fin No Fin

1.5 Sharp 2,4,6,8,10,12, 2,4,6,8,10,12,
Short Fin 14,16,18,20 14,16,18,20

Sharp 2,4,6,8,10,12,14 2,4,6,8,10,12,14
Extended Fin I

pitot pressure data were measured. Combining all test points, a total of 54

heat transfer measurements at each of the 194 active thermocouple locations;

62 surface pressure measurements at each of the 197 active surface pressure

taps; and 8 pitot rake traverses each containtng 18 pitot measurements for

each of the 5 pitot probes were obtained. In additiou,, 8 valid surface oil

flow patterns were photographed with each of two cameras. A discussion of the

test validity and qualitative results is presented in this section.

2.2.1 Heat Transfer Results - Heat transfer measurements were made on

the bare sidewall and with the fins deployed. The acc .racy of the measurements

and ramifications of the bare plate measurements which are discussed in this

section determine the validity of the heat transfer data. Sample machine plots

and variations of locally high heating rates are presented to summarize the

heat transfer test results.

The accuracy of heat transfer measurements is a function of heating level
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as indicated on Table 1. Based on the ranges of heat transfer coefficient

magnitude given in Table 1, the accuracy of the data will vary in the inter-

action region according to the level of local heating rates. Thus, the

higher Reynolds number data are consistently more accurate since beat trans-

fer coefficients increase with increased Reynolds number. Similarly, the

data accuracy improves with increased fin deflection angle.

Two lower Reynolds number heat transfer data runs were repeated at fin

deflection angles of 12 and 18 degrees. Good repeatability was observed in

the duplicate heating data. Measured heating rates were within t 6% of their

average value for the 12 degree fin deflection angle data and within ± 2.5%

for the 18 degree fin deflection angle data. Both sets of data were thus

well within the ± 15% to ± 20% error band provided by previous NASA experience

as listed on Table 1. The error bounds discussed above consist primarily of

random error. Wherever possible in this report, heat transfer data are

treated in normalized form. The heat transfer coefficient obtained at each

thermocouple location is divided by the heat transfer coefficient measured

at the same thermocouple location on the bare sidewall. This technique reduces

the influence of biased errors on the data.

A sample high Reynolds number bare plate heat transfer coefficient

variation is plotted on Figure 11. There is a distinct gradient.

However, the data are within ± 7.94% of their mean value. Thus, the apparent

gradient magnitude is comparable to the data accuracy and can be disregarded.

This same conclusion was reached for all observed bare plate heating gradients.

This is indicated on Table 3 which tabulates characteristic measured transfer

coefficient magnitudes and deviations observed.

A sample run to run variation of normalized heat transfer coefficient

for a thermocouple which was always outside of the interaction region is

illustrated in Figure 12. The maximtim deviation from the mean value is ± 3.4%

for the high Reynolds number data. The corresponding low Reynolds number data

deviation is within ± 9.4% of the mean value.

From considerations of the data accuracy and consistency it is concluded

that, to within error bounds somewhat less than those indicated by previous

NASA experience, the normalized heat transfer coefficient data is sufficiently

accurate for detailed correlation and comparison with analysis. Furthermore,

to within data accuracy the bare plate data are considered uniform.
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FIGURE 11 SAMPLE BARE PLATE HEATING VARIATION

TABLE 3
BARE PLATE HEATING

Re = 1.5 x 106/ft Re = 3.5 x 106/ft

Maximum Maximum
Mean Value Deviation from Mean Value Deviation from

Column of hbp Mean Value of hbp Mean Value

(Btu/ft 2.sec.OR) of hbp (%) (Btu/ft2.sec.OR) of hbp (%)

1 0,00080 13.75 0.00163 8.59

3 0.00080 16.25 0.00163 7.36

5 0.00082 14.63 0.00158 7.94

7 0.00078 5.81 0.00152 5.57

Average 0.00080 12.61 0.00159 7.36
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Selected machine plots of normalized heat transfer coefficient variation

across the interaction region along instrumentation columns from the fin sur-

face outboard are illnstrated in Figure 13. The location and orientation of

the instrumentation columns are illustrated in Figure 6. The data presented

were obtained at both high and low Reynolds number, for all fin configurations

and at selected fin deflection angles.

The sample machine plots of heating data were selected to illustrate the

influence of fin deflection angle on shaip fin heating data, -he influence of

distance downstream from the sharp fin leading edge, the influence of Reynolds

number, and the influence of fin geometry. It is apparent from this sample

data that the highest heating along an instrumentation column occurs very

close to the fin surface, and that this local peak heating magnitude for sharp

leading edge fins increases with distance aft. The calculated impinging shock

wave locations are shown for reference on the sharp fin data. It is evident

that the interaction region influences the surface heating for a large dis-

tance upstream and outboard of the shock waves

Local peak heating variations downstream of the fin leading edge for both

the 3.5 and 1.5 x 106 Reynolds number per foot cases are illustrated in Figure

14. All fin deflection angle data are shown and the data from both short and

extended sharp leading edge fins are plotted. Both plots indicate that the maxi-

mum value of local peak heating lies a considerable distance downstream of the

instrumented region since the peak heating gradient in the freestream direc-

tion is large and appears to be decreasing at a slow rate.

2.2.2 Surface Pressure Results - Surface pressure measurements were

made on the bare sidewall and with fins deployed. The accuvacy of the

measurements, ramifications of the bare plate measurements, sample machine

plots and peak pressure variations are discussed in this section.

The absolute surface pressure measurement accuracy indicated in Table 1

is t 0.025 psia. Figure 15 is a plot of a sample bare plate surface pressure

variation at high Reynolds tnumber. It indicates that a surface pressure

gradient exists on the tunnel sidewall. The pressure variation is t 5.91% of

the mean value which in terms of absolute error is essentially equal to the

measurement accuracy. A similar result was obtained for low Reynolds number

data. All bare plate pressure levels and deviations are tabulated in Table

4. Thus, to within measurement accuracy, the bare sidewall surface pressure

is constant in the instrumented region. Figure 16 presents a run to run
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TABLE 4
BARE PLATE PRESSURE LEVEL

Re = 1.5x10 6/ft Re = 3.5 x 106/ft

Maximum Maximum

Column Mean Value Deviation from Mean Value Deviation from
of Pbp/Poo Mean Value of Pbp/Poo Mean Value

of Pbp/P I%) of Pb p/Poe1%)

2 0.975 3.79 1.005 2.84

4 0.933 14.36 0.961 4.06

6 0.952 7.04 0.950 5.91

8 0.912 2.91 0.935 1.28

Average 0.943 7.02 0.963 3.52
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surface pressure reading from a surface pressure tap which was always in the

undisturbed stream regardless of fin deflection angle. The run to run varia-

tion in pressure reading was t 2.53% of the mean value which to within data

accuracy is constant. Thus, to within data measurement accuracy, the bare

sidewall surface pressure can be considered constant spatially and independent

of tunnel run. Pressures measured upstream of the interaction region at loca-

tions depicted in Figure 6 concur with these results.

Sample machine plots of surface pressure variation are illustrated in

Figure 17. The selected cas-s plotted are for both high and low Reynolds

number, and all fin configurations at selected fin deflection angles. The

data shows the pressure variation across the interaction region from the fin

surface outboard along insLrumentation columns defined in Figure 6. The

column number 8 data decrease rapidly in the vicinity of the fin. This data

behavior is caused by the Prandtl-Meyer expansion eminating from the fin

base. This spurious data is not characteristic of the interaction region with

longer fins. The data on columns 2, 4, and 6 are not affected by the fin base

expansion and indicate that the peak surface pressure at any axial station

occurs at the fin-plate interface. The sharp fin peak surface pressure in-

creases with distance aft and never reaches the inviscid pressure level

calculated by oblique shock relations. The location of the impinging shock

wave has been superimposed on sharp fin data for reference. Since the sur-

face pressure disturbance propagates considerably outboard of the sharp fin

inviscid shock location, the surface pressure data support the same large out-

board influence observed from the heat transfer data in Figure 13. The

surface pressure appears to attain a pseudo plateau level outboard of the

shock wave before decreasing to freestream values. For the higher fin deflec-

tion angle cases, a small dip in the plateau can be observed. At somewhat

smaller fin deflection angles the plateau pressure is more nearly flat, and

at even smaller fin deflection angles the plateau does not exist.

Plots of the sharp fin peak surface pressure variation with distance

aft are illustrated in Figure 18. In each case the peak 7ressure occurred

at or near the fin surface and increased with distance aft. This data trend

is shown in Figure 18a for the high Reynolds number data and in Figure 1.8b

for the low Reynolds number data. Data shown on both these figures incorpo-

rate all fin deflection angles from both the short and extended sharp leading

edge fins.
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Some surface pressure measurements on the fin surface were greater than

the measured values on the wall surface and greater than the inviscid values

calculated by oblique shock equations. Other .in surface pressure measure-
ments were less than wall surface values and those calculated by oblique shock

equations. Due to the sparse instrumentation density on the fin surface, no

data trends were observed. The fin surface pressure variations were larger

than the instrumentation accuracy bandwidths and are presented in Section

3.3.1.2, Figure 43.

2.2.3 Pitot Pressure Results - Pitot pressure profiles were obtained at

the fixed locations indicated in Figures 6 and 9 throughout the fin deflec-
tion angle range indicated in Table 2. The pitot pressure measurement accuracy

indicated in Table 1 does not incorporate probe losses. Figure 19 presents

the yaw sensitivity measured with a similar pitot probe at Mach 3.71 and

reported in Reference 5. The data indicate a rather large yaw sensitivity.

Since local interaction region flow deflection angles are not known, the probe

data must be considered qualitative, or the possibility of a large pitot pres-
sure error must be accepted. Since the rake was positioned approximately at
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the same axial station as the fin pivot point, the probe remained essentially

at a constant distance from the fin surface throughout the fin deflection

angle range. The position of the rake did, however, vary relative to the

impinging shock as the fin deflection angle was changed.

Selected machine plots of picot pressure profiles in the interaction

region for the bare sidewall and with the short sharp fin deployed at deflec-

'4l

tion angles from 4 through 20 degrees are illustrated in Figure 20. Al] 5

* pitot pressure profiles are shown. The average bare plate pitot pressure

profile is shown for cases when the fin was deployed. Figures 6 and 9 pro-

vide the probe spacing and position.

At distances sufficiently far removed from the test plate, the pitot

pressure recovery in the interaction region is above bare test plate values.

This increased pressure recovery is due to the increased efficiency of

multiple shock compressions compared to a single normal shock which occurs

when the pitot probes sense the freestream flow. Probe number 5 (far out-

board) exhibits an even larger pitot pressure recovery relative to bare

plate values. This higher recovery implies that. the probe is sampling stream-

lines which have been compressed even more efficiently. Eventually the probe
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number 5 reading returns to the bare plate value for fin angles less than

200 which indicates that at a given distance above the test plate it senses

freestream values for fin angles less than 20 degrees. The smaller probe

numbers lie closest to the fin, hence, the surface shear decreases with dis-

tance outboard from the peak heating location as evidenced by the shape of
the pitot pressure profile near the surface. Sufficiently far outboard the

pitot profiles near the surface, for fin deflection angles of 120 and higher,

exhibit a reversal which may indicate separation. Because of the qualitative

character of the measurement, no definite conclusions could be reached.

2.2.4 Oil Flow Results - Surface oil flow tests were conducted at

selected fin angles for both the sharp and blunt unswept fins. Figure 21

illustrates the oil flow pattern obtained for two sharp leading edge fin

deflections. As illustrated in Figure 21a, the flow turns outboard at angles

larger than the fin deflection angle when the fin is deflected .' 4 degrees.

The oil streaks indicate this is a gradual turning of the surface streamlines.

By contrast, Figure 21b illustrates the oil flow pattern obtained with the

sharp leading edge fin at a 20 degree deflection angle. The freestream surface

oil streak lines terminate abruptly at an oil acciimulation line. This feature

is characteristic of three-dimensional separation based on Maskell's criterion,

Reference 7. The oil accumulation line exhibits large curvature in the

vicinity of the fin leading edge. However, the curvature appears to decrease

with distance away from the leading edge. Immediately adjacent to the fin

surface oil streak lines appear to progress downstream on paths parallel to

the fin surface. Somewhat outboard of that region, the surface oil streak

lines are swept outboard toward the impinging shock wave. They attain maximum

deflections relative to the freestream direction and subsequently turn aft in

the vicinity of the impinging shock wave. Outboard of the impinging shock

location the oil streak lines are relatively straigh,; and are deflected at a

small angle relative to the oil accumulation line. Figure 22 illustrates the

influence of fin deflection angle on the measured oil streak deflection angles

at several characteristic locations on the tunnel sidewall between the fin and

the oil accumulation line.

The surface oil pattern obtained with the blunt leading edge fin at a

16 degree deflection angle is illustrated in Figure 23. Except for the region

in the immediate vicinity of the fin leading edge, the oil flow pattein is
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very similar to that observed for the sharp leading edge fin at large deflec-

tion angles. In the fin leading edge region the blunt fin oil flow pattern

illustrates both separation and reattachment characteristic of blunt proturbe-

rances with detached bow shock waves such as those discussed in Reference 1.

2.2.5 Summary of Sharp Fin Results - A summary of sharp fin results is

schematically shown in Figure 24. This overlay of interaction region charac-

teristics is based upon data measured with the sharp fin deflected at a

sufficiently large angle to cause separation. The shock wave location is cal-

culated. The fin surface and the shock wave serve as reference lines in

Figure 24. The separation line was identified outboard of the impinging shock

by observed surface oil accumulation. The separation line is highly curved

in the vicinity of the fin tip, however, the curvature appears to decrease

rapidly with distance downstream.

A locus of peak heating was measured close to the fin surface and at a

small angle relative to the fin surface. The magnitude of the peak heating

continually increased along the peak heating locus to the most downstream

instrumentation location. Based on the shape of the heating gradient along

the locus, it is anticipated that the peak heating will increase for some

distance downstream.

In the region between the peak heating line and the fin, the surface

pressure increased to its maximum at the fin. The heating level decreased

from its peak to a lower level at the fin and surface oil streak lines were

essentially parallel to the fin. From a line slightly inboard of the peak

heating line, surface oil streak lines turn abruptly outboard in a high shear

region.

In the region between the peak heating line and the calculated shock,

the surface heating and surface pressure decrease with outboard distance.

The surface oil streak Jines indicate a large outflow which begins to decrease

in the vicinity of the shock.

In the region between the shock and the separation line, the surface

pressure becomes essentially constant at a plateau level, while the surface

heating continues to decrease. Both eventually decrease toward freestream

levels in the vicinity of the separation line. In this region the oil streak

lines asymptotically approach straight lines inclined at a small angle rela-

tive to the oil accumulation line. All data displayed consistency and
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adequate accuracy for meaningful comparison and correlation with analytical

techniques.

S~Fin Surface

FlowLocus of Peak

\ •Denotes
Surface Oil

Separation Streak Lines
Line Observed on

Plate Surface
(Oil Accumulation) Calculated

\; I Shock Wave

I\

FIGURE 24 SKETCH OF OBSERVED SURFACE PHENOMENA
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3. ANALYTICAL PROGRAM

The qualitative results of the experimental program, discussed in Section

2.2, indicate that three-dime. sional shock wave boundary layer interaction

flow fields and surface heating distributions are complex. The surface heat-

ing in such regions is intimately coupled to the flow field. The purpose of

the analytical program is to develop a simplified, semi-empirical approach for

quantitative definition of surface heating parameters.

The approach for obtaining these quantitative expressions is to evaluate

the ramifications of two simplified models of the flow field as discussed in

Section 3.1. A model of the interaction region which is based on the existance

of a vortex is subsequently adopted. New analytical expressions based on the

"vortex dominated flow model" are developed in Section 3.2 for defining the

heat transfer distributions. Empirical parameters required to develop the

technique are determined using a selected group of data. This data was chosen

since it is thought to be most accurate.

Comparisons and correlations of sharp fin flow field data are presented

in Section 3.3. The developed heating correlations and analytical techniques

are compared to the sharp fin data in Section 3.3.

The heating correlations and analytical techniques are compared to blunt

and blunt swept fin data in Section 3.4. In order to make comparisons with

data for the more complex fin geometry, the analytical approach defined using

sharp fin data is modified as required.

3.1 Flow Models

Simplified models of the interaction flow field are hypothesized and

compared to the data base provided in Section 2. One model of the inter-

action flow structure, termed the "Effective New Boundary Layer Flow Model,"

is an extension of an available technique for defining the magnitude of peak

heating. A new flow field hypothesis is suggested and termed the "Vortex

Dominated Flow Model." It is then used to develop an analytical expression

for calculating heating distributions in the flow interaction region.

3.1.1 Comparison of Flow Models with Results - Qualitative comparisons between

observed flow field and heating data and the implications of each of the two

interaction flow models are presented below.

3.1.1.1 Effective New Boundary Layer Flow Model - The Effective New

Boundary Layer Flow Model is an extension of the effective new boundary layer
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method for calculating peak heating magnitude in the interference flow region

presented in Reference 3. The flow model is based on the hypothesis that the

impinging shock wave, destroys the existing boundary layer entering the inter-

action region. An effective new boundary layer is formed at the shock

impingement location and its downstream development and state determines the

heating variation. This simplified view of the flow structure is conceptually

sketched in Figure 25.

The implications of this model can be compared to measured data trends.

As indicated on Figure 25, the establishment of a new boundary layer intro-

duces a new characteristic length. Regardless of the state of the new

boundary layer, the new characteristic length downstream of the shock would

imply that heating is constant along lines parallel to the shock wave. Figure

26 is a plot of the measured normalized heat transfer coefficient along an

inviscid streamline. The data on Figure 26 show that, to very good approxi-

mation, the normalized heat transfer coefficient is constant along lines

parallel to the shock wave. These data agree with the flow model.

The effective new boundary layer model also suggests that the peak

heating line would be parallel to the impinging shock wave. This latter

implication, which is directly related to the concept of a new characteris-

tic length, is not validated by the data presented on Figure 26. The data,

which are a composite of data points from the four instrumentation columns,

indicate that the heating increases downstream and that the peak heating locus
is not parallel to the shock wave. The local peak heating data points can be

recognized as the most downstream data point for each instrumentation column.

This applies to both the short and extended sharp leading edge fin data. The

data indicates that the peak heating line is oriented at a more oblique angle

with respect to the flow direction. This anomaly was apparently recognized

in Reference 3 since the authors also introduced a correlation for the loca-

tion of peak heating along a line which is more oblique relative to the free-

stream direction than the shock line.

When the bour 'ary layer entering the interaction region is turbulent,

Reference 3 suggests that the effective new boundary layer downstream of the

impinging shock wave will also be turbulent. Thus, the theoretical peak

heating value must decrease along its locus downstream. This type of heatiiug

variation was not experimentally observed. The data presented in Figure 26
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indicates that the peak heating magnitude increases with downstream distance.

Finally, the effective new boundary layer model does not distinguish be-

tween separated and unseparated boundary layer cases. Since separation has

been experimentally observed for sufficiently strong interactions, the model

is not physically realistic.

3.1.1.2 Vortex Dominated Flow Model - The Vortex Dominated Flow Model

is based on a new concept of the interference flow structure formulated from

the data trends discussed in Section 2. As noted in Section 2, the available

data are not adequate to completely specify the interference flow structure.

The hypothesized interaction flow structure is dominated by a spiralling

vortex which is caused by three-dimensional separation at sufficiently large

fin deflection angles. The region most probably contains more than one vor-

tex. However, for conceptual simplicity one large vortex is hypothesized as

illustrated in Figure 27. This vortex entrains higher energy air as it grows

with downstream distance. The entrained air is visualized as impinging on

the plate surface in close proximity to the fin and subsequently flowing out

away from the fin in response to both the pressure gradient induced by the

impingement of the entrained flow and the momentum exchange with the cross

flow component of the vortex. In the cross flow plane an imbedded turbulent

boundari layer with its origin at the induced flow impingement location is

initiated. It is envisioned as determining the heating distribution normal

?o the inviscid streamlines.

Qualitatively this flow model requires that both peak heating and peak

pressure must increase with downstream distance due to f±ow entrainment.

This variation is validated by data in Figures 26 and 28. According to the

model, the peak heating and peak pressure will increase to a maximum value

some point downstream where the vortex ib eutraining maximum energy flow.

Maximum energy flow consists of those streamlines which have not directly

experienced viscous effects caused by the surface boundary layers. In this

sense, the interaction would ucale with the boundary layer thickness of the

flow entering the interaction region.

The main thrust of the vortex dominated interaction region hypothesis

is that the cross flow component of the imbedded boundary layer will deter-

mine the heating distribution tn the cross flow plane, and that the vortex

growth and entrainme,:t retes will define the peak heating increases vith

distance aft.
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Since the vortex also grows in width as well as height, it is expected

that the heating distributions will be invariant with downstream distance.

In the separated flow region this model will predict a heating rate which is

a constant multiple of the bare plate value invariant with downstream dis-

tance. This is in accord with two-dimensional separated flow heating. The

invariance is illustrated on Figure 26 where it is shown that, independent of

instrumentation streamwisc location, the heating under the impinging shock

wave location is constant for a given fin deflection angle.

3.1.2 Selection of Vortex Dominated Flow Model - The vortex dominated

flow model is selected for development and data correlation based on the

superior quaitative agreement with data trends it exhibits. The region of

applicability of the Vortex Dominated Model lies between the impinging shock

and the line of peak heating which is in close proximity to the fin-plate

interface. Furthermore, the model is only expected to be applicable in inter-

actions of sufficient strength to cause separation which develops the vortical

motion.

3.2 Heat Transfer Analysis Technique

An analytical expression for the heat transfer distribution in thý 1•-W

interaction region can be developed by suitable approximation of •he imbedded

cross flow component of the boundary layer under the vortex. 1±gure 29 is a

sketch of the interaction region. In order to develop '.te s1 lytical heat

transfer distribution between the impinging shock and i. -ak heating line,

the location of these two boundaries must be determined. The shock location

is calculated by inviscid gas dynamic equations. The location of peak heating

is specified by data correlation. The heating magnitudes at the two boundaries

are also required, Both of these values are specified by data correlation.

With the location and heating magnitudes known at the shock impingement line

and on the peak heating line, the analytical technique to calculate heating

distributions are developed using analytical approximations to the Vortex

Dominated Flow Model.

3.2.1 Derivation of Governing Equation - The adopted physical view of the

interaction flow is that an imbedded vortex is brought on by three-dimensional

separation, and that this vortex will entrain flow and give rise to a cross

flow component along the surface. Viscous effects will cause velocity gra-

dients normal and parallel to the surface. Thus by approximation the region
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is treated as a turbulent boundary layer developing in a region of velocity

and pressure gradient. One simple expression for the heat transfer rate in

such a region is the general form introduced by Van Driest in Reference 8,

for heating in the vicinity of a turbulent stagnation point:

q = f3 4/5 pe 4/5 T3/5 C le 1/5 (Taw- TW). (2)

Thus the heat transfer coefficient is:

h = f3 a4/5 Pe4/5 3 C Pe 1/5 (3)

where f 3 equals a constant multiplied by a function of Pr 21 3 , B(•) is the

velocity gradient, and p is the distance measured away from the stagnation

point. In order to apply this to the interaction problem, the entrained flow

impingement point is considered as Van Driest's stagnation point, where t is

measured normal to the inviscid streamlines (cross flow plane) from the peak

heating line toward the shock impingment point as defined in Figure 30. p

C p Iel nd h are defined in the nomenclature.

The derivation proceeds by expressing all heat transfer coefficients in

normalized form in order to develop an expression independent of distance

downstream of the fin tip.
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As discussed in Section 2.2.6, the peak heating magnitude increases with

distance from the fin tip as does the distance between the peak heating line

and the shock wave. The heat transfer coefficient at the shock remains con-

stant for the sharp fin data at a given fin angle and flow conditions. In

* order to establish a relationship that is valid at any downstream station,

the heating expression is written in normalized form as:

h - hsh h h = value of h @ the shock

h pk- h s . where: h pk= value of h @ the peak heating ln 4

Note that this normalized heat transfer coefficient parameter is restricted

to values between 0 and 1,

-h - h

t pk sh t

@ the shock at the peak heating line

By substitution of Equation (3) into Equation (4)
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h-h f 4 /5 4/5 3/5 1/5 - f 4/5 4/5 (T),3/5 c 1/5

sh f 3 pe () / e e - Zsh Psh Psh [v)sh Psh 1 sh

- h4/5 1/5 -,3/115C f a 4/5 4/5 M-3/5 1/5

3 P pk pk pk Ppk pk - 3 sh Psh )sh sh P 'sh

(5)
For simplicity the thermophysical properties are assumed constant, thus,

P Psh Ppk

Ve =Psh P pkP (6)

f3 3 fsh = 3 "k

Substituting Equation (6) into Equation (5) and normalizing by the factor
0 4 / 5 P 4 / 5 ---) 3 /5
~sh P sh (•sh

4/5 4/5 3/5
Oe Pe

h- hsh Osh (sh Tsh

h pk-h h 4/5 P 4/5 3/5 (7)
pk sh ~ (..rYJ) (I'k~ -

sh Psh ýsh

If the edge of the imbedded boundary layer is assumed isothermal:

Pe P
- e- ( 8 )

Psh Psh

By assuming the pressure 6radient is linear between the shock wave and the

peak heating line, the density ratio can be written as

P P
e = 1e ÷ ( - ) (9)

P P 1 ( 
9

sh sh ýsh

where C is the pressure parameter defined as:
p -p

C=Ppk P sh.
P sh
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Therefore:

h/ 5 +c (i--) 4/5 3/5

h - hsh O kh (sh(

(13 )h k)) -10

sh 1 +sh sh

[Iii order to reduce Equation (10) further, the variation of 1 must be speci-

fied. Let 1 be expressed as 1 = b(,)n; b = constant. This assumption which

diverges from the stagnation point solution of Van Driest is that the

velocity gradient is not constant, but rather varies with T. In order to

derive Equation (10), a was assumed constant. The assumption that 1 is

a function of i in Equation (10) is an assumption of local similarity.

With the assumed form for 1,

13n= ( )n; 1pk (=pkn (11)
1 sh 'sh 1sh Tsh

Then by substitution

-1( 4 n+3)~~~~ (9_ Cl __ 4/5

h - hsh Tsh Tsh

h k- hsh 14n3hpk hsh - (4n+3- 4/5 (12)

k + s(h- - I

ýsh sh

1 (n+3)

Note that the term ((pk/4sh) is identically zero if n - 3/4, since

Opk is zero. Assuming that n is greater than minus 3/4, then Equation (12)

becomes:

h - hh -(4n+3) 4-'/5 13h hs i-i + C (1 l

hpk -hshh s(s

sh
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Note that:

urn h- h r
limý h h sh =1, implying - (h) hk,

pk pk 'hsh (

ui h- hsh )=O, implying lim (h) h
S÷ sh (hpk - hsh pk sh,

For convenience the coordinate system is changed such that

*sh - where IpkI = Ishl" (14)

By substituting Equation (14) into Equation (13)

1
h - hsh (4n+3 4/5 (15)

hpk - hsh NOk pkj

Equation (15) is the expression for the heating distribution between the peak

heating line and the impinging shock wave. Numerical values for the exponential

term (n) and the pressure parameter (C) are to be specified by empiricism.

Terms in the normalized location (P/ pk,) and normalized heat transfer coefficient

parameter I(h- h sh/h pk- hsh)] are illustrated in Figure 31.

Numerical values for the exponential term (n) and the pressure parameter

(C) in Equation (15) can be determined empirically by comparison with data.

Prior to determining these values it is of interest to determine the influence

of each on the heating distribution, Equation (15). Figure 32 is a plot of

Equation (15) for the three indicated values of velocity gradient, which is

exponentially dependerne on (n), for a constant value of C. As indicated, the

value of n has a large effect on the shape of the heating distribution. The

450 line is shown for reference. Figure 33 illustrates the influence of the

value of C at a constant value of n. As illustrated, the value of the norma-

lized pressure increase between the shock and the peak heating line (C) does

not greatly influence the shape of the distribution. Consistent with the
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approximations made in the development of Equation (15), C is assumed to be

a constant. This assumption reduces the variables which must be determined

to values for n and the boundary conditions.

The influence on the velocity and its derivatives for n 0.5 is ill 3-

trated in Figure 34. For comparison, the value of (0) corresponding to n = 0

0iemenz flow) is shown. The exponential dependence for 0, ( /2) is

equivalent to the assumption that a large velocity gradient variation occurs

in the cross flow direction beginning at the flow impingement point. The

corresponding velocity distributions are also shown and support conclusions

made regarding the velocity gradient.

3.2.2 Empirical Parameters and Boundary Conditions - The empirical

parameters n and C, plus the magnitudes and locations of hsh and hpk, must

be specified in order to compare Equation (15) with measured data. These

parameters and boundary conditions are evaluated in this section by using

selected sharp fin test data.

3.2.2.1 Peak Heating Location - Two peak heating location correlations

were obtained. Both correlations are presented in this section. One of these

correlations which can account for interaction strength is suggested since it

is thought to be more general.
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The sharp fin peak heating data were observed to lie along straight lines

within the resolution determined by thermocouple spacing. These lines of peak

heating were observed to be close to the fin surface as depicted in Figure 29

and discussed in Section 2.2. It was determined that the orientation of the

peak heating line was best fitted by a line oriented at an angle relative to

the freestream direction equal to the fin deflection angle plus 2-1/4 degrees.

This line, when extended to the free streamline which intersects the fin lead-

ing edge, was found to intersect the leading edge streamline approximately 1.5

inches upstream of the leading edge. Figure 35 illustrates the correlation

between this highly empirical method and measured data. Although the correla-

tion is adequate, the extensive empiricism does not allow for variation with

physical parameters such as Mach number.

In order to retain physical parameters in the peak heating location correl-

ation, the orientation of the peak heating line was chosen somewhat differently.

Figure 36 illustrates this second correlation which is represented by a

straight line through the data and which intersects the fin leading edge.

Over the range of fin deflections tested, it was determined that the included

angle between the fin deflection angle and the shock angle for any given Mach
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number is relatively constant. Furthermore, the orientation of the peak heat-

ing locus can be expressed as a constant fraction of that included angle. The

correlation is given as

Xcalculated = q1(O-a) + a ; •= 0.24 (16)

This correlation is shown in Figure 36 with data from Reference 3 at Mach num-

bers 6 and 8 included. As illustrated, the correlation evidently contains

adequate Mach number dependence which is implicit in the relationship between

the fin and shock wave angles. Figure 37 is a comparison between the location

defined by the correlation of Figure 36 and the measured data. Comparing

Figure 97 with Figure 35 indicates that the more physical correlation is not

as precise, however, it is sufficiently accurate to define the peak heating

location.

3.2.2.2 Peak Heating Magnitude - The peak heating increases with in-

creased fin deflection angle or impinging shock strength and with increasing

distance aft of the fin leading edge along the peak heating locus as shown in

Figure 14. Figure 18 illustrates a similar downstream influence of the peak
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pressure. Based on the success achieved with two-dimensional flow data dis-

cussed in References 9 and 10, the peak heat transfer coefficient was norm-

alized with respect to a function of the inviscid pressure ratio across the

impinging siiock. The pressure ratio rai~ed to the 9/10 power correlates the

data and makes it independent of fin deflection angle. This exponent is

usually taken as 0.8 or 0.85 by extrapolation from 'wo-aimensional interaction

correlations, References 9 and 10. However, it can be shown by subs:ituting

the Spalding and Chi correlation for friction coefficient in the Colburn form

of Reynolds analogy and deleting l~wer order of magnitude terms that the

exponent is Reynolds number dependent, in fact equal, to one minus the slope

of Spalding and Chi's cfFc vs. FRx ReL correlation. For surface to free stream

temperature ratios not much differenc from unity, the analysis indicates that

the n~propriate pressure ratio exponent is approximately 0.9 at the test

Reynolds number. The correlation is shown on Figure 38. The peak heating

data correlation continues to increase with downstream distance.

3.2.2.3 Shock Heating Magnitude and Location - Heating under the imping-

ing shock wave in:.uced by the fin was chosen as an outer boundary for deter-

mining heating distributions because it is a rzadily identifiable location.

Physically, the region under the impinging shock is in the separated flow
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region for fin deflection angles larger than the incipient boundary layer

separation angle. The shock wave location can be readily calculated using

inviscid gas dynamic equations. These equations reduce to the oblique shock

equations for a sharp, planar fin.

The w-agnitude of the normalized heat transfer coefficient under the shock

for the extended sharp leading edge fin is shown in Figure 39. The data

indicate an abrupt change in heat transfer coefficient magnitude at a fin

deflection angle of approximately 6 degrees. Furthermore, the heating appears

to be only weakly dependent on distance downstream of the fin leading edge. The

straight lines which have been drawn through the data represent the suggested

correlation for this limited group of data. This line is most probably dependent

upon Mach number and hence no formal correlation was attempted since, at this

writing, data which define this dependence were not available.

3.2.2.4 Determination of Empirical Parameters - The heating distribution

analysis technique can be completely specified by determining the values of n

and C in Equation (15) since the location and magnitude of peak and shock heat-

ing have been correlated or defined. Numerical values for n and C are determined

in this section.
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p
The value of C does not have a large influence on the shape of the calcu-

lated heat transfer coefficient distribution as shown in Figure 33. The surface

pressure data serve to bound the value of C as, 0.2 .< C _< 1. The average value

for C over the fin deflection angle range is C = 0.41. This average valuei avg

of C is used to correlate the data.

The appropriate value of n can be determined by checking data at any fin

angle. Data for a fin deflection angle of 140, at the higher Reynolds number

for the extended sharp leading edge fin, was chosen. This choice was made since

it represents data at the highest fin deflection angle for the extended fin and

since the value of C is approximately equal to Cavg = 0.41 at c = 14%. Thus,

these data are the most precise for evaluating the value of n.

A value of n = 0.5 correlates the heating distribution data extremely well,

as illustrated in Figure 40. All measured data at c = 140 for the selected fin

at P. = 3.5 x 106 per foot are shown in the figure. Hence, n in Equation (15)e
is set equal to 0.5.
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The heat transfer distribution correlation represented by Equation (15)

will be compared with other sharp fin and blunt fin data in Sections 3.3 and

3.4 with n = 0.5 and C = 0.41, and with boundary conditions correlated in

Figures 33, 36, and 37.

3.3 Correlation of Sharp Fin Results

Sharp fin flow field and heating data was emphasized in the experimental

program discussed in Section 2. Characteristic flow field parameters are

correlated and discussed in this section. The sharp fin correlations and

analytical heating distribution developed in Section 3.2 are compared with

remaining sharp fin data in this section.

3.3.1 Sharp Fin Flow Field Correlations - The flow field in the

interaction region is not adequately understood, however, certain aspects

of the flow field can be compared and correlated to show dependence on flow

parameters and for muitual consistency. Incipient separation, surface pressures

and pitot pressure profiles are discussed.

3.3.1.1 Three-Dimensional Incipient Separation - The oil flow data are

not adequate for closely bounding the fin deflection angle which causes incip-

ient separation. McCabe, Reference 12, has suggested that the criterion for

incipient separation is that the surface streamlines (oil streak lines) must

be at an angle greater than the shock wave angle in the separated region. If

observed surface oil streak line angles are plotted versus fin dLflection angle

it can be seen that when this angle is equal to the shock angle, incipient

separation has occurred by McCabe's criterion. Figure 41 illustrates this

technique graphically. Also shown is the theoretical prediction suggested by

McCabe which is based on a conservation of vorcicity through the impinging

shock wave. Figure 41 defines separation at 6.2 degrees from the experimental

data and at 5.8 degrees for McCabe's analytical method. The incipient separation

is a function of both fin deflection angle and Mach number since both are required

to specify shock strength. The data point obtained from Figure 41 by the McCabe

criterion is plotted with other available data and McCabe's theory in Figure 42.

The data point obtained from this study is in general agreement with other

available data and McCabe's theory. These data alone do not specify incipient

separation since they are based on McCabe's definition of separation and not

a pure measurement.
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A rather abrupt change in heat transfer coefficient measured at the imping-

ing shock wave location was observed at about a 6 degree fin deflection angle in

Figure 39. This tends to support the McCabe criterion for incipient separation

since it implies that a drastic change in local flow field occurs at approximately

the 6 degree fin deflection angle for the test Mach number of 3.71.

It is interesting to no.:e that the three-dimensional incipient separation

angle obtained by McCabe's criterion is less than the two-dimensional incipient

separation angle reported by References 15 and 16. This behavior suggests that

the three-dimensional incipient separation problem requires more experimental

attention and consideration as a design criterion, particularly as it impacts

on engine inlets and control surfaces.

3.3.1.2 Surface Pressures - Pressures measured on the fin surface exhibited

a wide variation, attaining values beyond the measurement error bandwidth dis-

cussed in Section 2.2. Figure 43 illustrates the maximum, minimum, and average

fin surface pressures measured on the fin surface compared to the fin surface

pressure levels calculated by oblique shock theory. It is perhaps fortuitious

that the average measured pressure level agrees favorably with the theoretical

pressure rise across the impinging shock wave. The measured peak sidewall

surface pressure in the interaction region rises with downstream distance as

shown on Figure 18. However, the sidewall surface pressure never attains the

inviscid calculated level within the instrumented region. These non-uniform

pressures agree with the concept of a highly non-uniform and three-dimensional

interaction flow field.

3.3.1.3 Pitot Pressure Profiles - Sample pitot pressure profiles are

shown in Figure 20. Due to the relatively large yaw sensitivity of the pitot

pressure probes, as disLussed in Section 2.2, no quantitative correlations are

presented. The 12 and 16 degree fin deflection results are of particular

interest since for these configurations the flow field is separated by McCabs's

criterion and the outer pitot probe is located in the freestream. This sit-

uation is illustrated in Figure 44. As shown, the outer pitot probe should sense

freestream pitot p-, aure whereas the remaining pitot probes are inside the

interaction region. Also shown in the figure is the location of the observed

separation line. From surface pressure data at the same fin configuration and

flow variables, the plkteau surface pressure charact3ristic of the separated

region can be located spatially and its magnitude can be identified. The

oblique and swept shock wave angle required to produce the measured plateau
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pressure can be determined. Since this shock must terminate at or near the

separation line, the shock can be drawn by assuming that it intersects the

separation line on the surface and intersects the impinging shock. As illus-

trated in Figure 44, the shock passes between the outer pitot probe and

remaining probes. This is not a direct validation of impinging shock bifurca-

tion near the platv. surface, but it does support that hypothesis. Physically

this agrees with the concept of a separation shock lying obliquely upstream

of the impingement shock.

3.3.2 Sharp Fin Heat Transfer Correlations - The heat transfer coefficient

distribution analytical method and correlations discussed in Section 3.2 are

compared to sharp fin interaction region heat transfer data in this section.

The heating distribution analysis .n5 .elations were developed for sharp

leading edge fin geometries based on high Reynolds number, extended fin data.

These correlations are compared to short leading edge fin data, data at fin

deflection angles other than 14 degrees, and co data obtained at a Reynolds

number of 1.5 x 106 per foot.

3.3.2.1 Peak and Shock Heating Levels - Correlations for sharp fin peak

and shock heating levels were obtained for high Reynolds number data and

selected fin configurations. The correlations obtained for peak heating

location and magnitude in Figures 36 and 38 include data for all fin

deflection angles and both short and extended leading edge fins. Figure 45

illustrates that the zorrelation for peak heating magnitude is also valid for

the lower Reynolds number, Re/ft = 1.5 x 106.

The correlation obtained for shock heating magnitude at high Reynolds

number and for the extended sharp fin in Figure 39 Is compared with lower

Reynolds number and short fin data in Figure 46. The agreement obtained

indicates that the correlations for shock heating are invariant over the

Reynolds number range and are independent of location under the shock.

3.3.2.2 Heating Distribution Correlations - The peak and shock heating

magn' :tdes and locatiLons have been shown to be valid at both Reynolds numbers

regardless of distance aft of the fin leading edge, or fin angle if the fin

deflection angle is greater than the incipient separation angle. The heating

technique is compared to data obtained at both Reynolds numbers, at all fin

deflcctions above the incipient separation angle, and at all distances aft of

the sharp fin leading edge.
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The heating distribution for all fin deflection angles above 6 degrees

for the sharp extended fin at a unit Reynolds number of 3.5 x 106 per foot is

illustrated in Figure 47a. All of the data are not plotted in order to avoid

confusion. Data at fin angles of 6 degrees or less are deleted since they lead

to poor agreement as would be expected by McCabe's incipient separation

criterion.

The heating distribution obtained at all fin deflection angles above 6

degrees for a unit Reynolds number of 3.5 x 106 per foot, for the short

sharp fin is illustrated in Figure 47b. For similar reasons as those used for

constructing Figure 47a, the data for fin deflection angles of 6 degrees or less

are not shown. In addition, all data from instrumentation column number 1

have been deleted. Column number 1 data for the short fins is close to the fin

leading edge (less than 0.86), in the region where the separation line and

hence the separation shock is highly curved. Similarity in the heating profiles,

when plotted in the appropriate non-dimensional form, is attained in regions

lying at least a distance greater than 0.86 downstream of the fin leading edge.

The influence of reduced Reynolds number on the heat transfer distribution

correlations is illustrated in Figures 47c and 47d. Consistent with Figu *s

47a and 47b, data for fin deflection angles of 6 degrees or less have been

deleted. Figure 47c contains extended sharp fin data and Figure 47d illustrates

the short fin data correlation with column number I data deleted. Deletion of

column number 1 data is consistent with the data illustrations provided in

Figure 47b since column number 1 is apparently too close to the short fin

leading edge and presumably in the non-similar portion of the flow field. The

wider data spread illustrated in Figures 47c and 47d at lower Reynolds number

compared to Figures 47a and 47b at high Reynolds number is consistent with the

data accuracy at lower Reynolds number discussed in Section 2.2.1. A Reynolds

number influence could not be separated from the data inaccuracy inherent in

the low Reynolds number data.

3.4 Blunt Fin Heat Transfer Correlations

The flow field in interaction regions is highly dependent upon local

geometry, as discussed in Reference 1. It is anticipated that the surface heat-

ing is strongly coupled with and dependent upon the interaction region flow

field. Hence, it is anticipated that the surface heating is also highly
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dependent upon local fir- and surface geometry. Neverthelass, it is of interest

to determine how well the sharp fin heating correlations of Section 3.2 compare

with data from blunt and blunt swept fins.

3.4.1 Blunt and Blunt Swept Fin Peak Heating Magnitude - Due to the fin

bluntness, the sidewall boundary layer is always separated in the leading edge

region of blunt fins. This occurs even for those cases wherein the fin deflec-

tion angle is not sufficient to cause separation for the associated sharp

leading edge fin. In Figure 48, the 2 and 6 degree fin deflection angle data are

correlated on separate and distinct curves, whereas the 10 and 14 degree dqta

can be correlated with a &ingle curve. The pressure ratio (P /P.) was

obtained by calculating the oblique shock for the associated sharp leading

edge fin. In all cases the data appear to asymptotically approach the

sharp fin data correlation at a sufficient distance downstream. Even for

those cases where the fin deflection angle alone is not large enough to cause

separation, the bluntness induced separation effects appear to propagate

downstream. The sharp fin peak heating magnitude correlation on Figure 48a,

appears to be valid at a distance of 5 to 6 boundary layer thicknesses down-

stream for al! blunt fin deflection angles. The data correlation is not refined

further since there is insufficient data to include other physical parameters.

The variation of blunt swept fin peak heating magnitude is shown in. Figure

48b. In this figure both 45 and 60 degree sweep effects are indicated and the

inviscid pressure ratio used to modify the heat transfer ratio is the sharp

unswept fin value calculated by oblique shock equations. The flow field, at

least in the vicinity of the fin leading edge, is separated due to fin bluntness.

These data are very similar to the unswept blunt fin data on Figure 48a except

that the level is reduced. Due to the sparse data no further refinement in the

correlation was attempted. The data illustrate the important practical con-

clusion that fin sweep reduces peak heating magnitude. This conclusion could

have been anticipated in view of the reduced pressure level caused by the

I influence of fin sweep on shock strength.

3.4.2 Blunt and Blunt Swept Fin Peak Heating Location - A correlation of

peak heating location is complicated by the blunt fin geometry. A correlation

of the type given in Figure 36 is not practical since the leading edge is blunt

and a unique shock angle cannot be defined. Recalling the success achieved with

the more empirical of the two sharp fin correlations illustrated in Figure 33,

the blunt and blunt swept fin peak heating location data was investigated to
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determine if the peak heating line was oriented at a unique angle with respect

to the fin surface. Within the limits of spatial resolution provided by the

thermocouple spacing, the peak heating was found to lie on a straight line

oriented at an angle of 2-1/4 degrees with respect to the fin surface. This

is the same angular relationship determined for the sharp fin data. The

extrapolation of this peak heating line to the stagnation streamline did not

intersect the stagnation streamline at a constant distance upstream of the

fin leading edge. Figure 49 illustrates that the distance upstream (A) is

dependent on fin angle. Measured values of A for the blunt and blunt swelt

fins are shown. At fin deflection angles of 6 degrees and higher, the blunt

and ,lunt swept fin values of A are identical regardless of the fin slIeep angle.

At a 2 degree fin deflection angle, the blunt fin and 600 blunt Ewept fin data

points are identical, but the 450 blunt swept fin data point is 29% higher.

The value of A in Figure 49 is expressed in fin leading edge radii although
C,

all fin leading edge radii tested were identical. It is anticipated that the

fin leading edge radius will have a direct influence on peak heating line

intersect.ion point. No further refinement was attempted in the correlation

due to the sparse data base.

The peak heating line location is correlated as a function of A, a,

and xin a manner similar to the sharp fin data. The correlation is of the

form:

= (x + A) [TAN (a + 2 1/4°)], (17)• ! YCALC

where A is illustrated in Figure 49. Figure 50 compares the calculated and

measured peak heating location. Figure 50a illustrates the comparison for the

location of the blunt non-swept fin peak heating. Figures 50b and 50c illustrate

the same comparisons for the 45 degree blunt swept and 60 degree blunt swept

fins, respectively. The comparisons shown are based on a highly empirical

correlation which contains no parametric depen" nce on flow field properties

such as Mach number. It is anticipated that the flow field parameters will

have a decided influence on the peak ikeating location. Since data at other

flow field conditions are not available, no attempt was made to refine the

correlations.
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3.4.3 Blunt Fin Shock Heating and Location - The heat transfer distri-

bution analysis requires that the location of the impinging shock wave and the

heating at the shock be known. The location of the shock must be calculated

by including the fini bluntness effects. Several methods exist for calculating

detached shock shapes.

The blunt fin shock shape was calculated using the inverse method defined

by Maslen, Reference 17. This nethod of shock shape calculation requires that

the shock stand-off distance and snock curvature be inputed on the stagnation

streamline. Furthermore, the true stagnation line is assumed to be the geo-

metric stagnation line. The stagnation line shock stand-off distance and

curvature were calculated using Barnwell's method, Reference 18. Figure 51

illustrates the calculated shock shape for the unswept blunt fin using

Maslen's method.

4 The heating at the impinging shock was obtained at locations determined

by these calculated shock shapes. The blunt fin shock heating level is shown

in Figure 52. These data indicate that the entire blunt fin interaction region

is separated by comparison with the sharp fin shock heating correlation line.

The data indicates that heating at the shock increases with fin deflection angle

in a manner similar to the separated sharp fin data. The column number 1 data

is too close to the highly curved portion of the separation line to correlate

with the other data.

3.4.4 Blunt Swept Fin Shock Heating and Location - Shock shape solutions

are required for the blunt swept tins in order to correlate the location and

magnitude of shock heating. The calculation of the shock shape solutions for

the unswept sharp and blunt fins are relatively straightforward. The exact

calculation of shock shapes for blunt swept fins requires a three-dimensional

non-symnetric flow field solution. In order to avoid this complexity, two

1imiting shock shapes can be calculated which bound the true shock shape, as

depicted on Figure 53. One bound can be calculated as the shape which will

be a valid approximation far downstream. This limiting shape, termed the

"two-dimensional 'imit", can be determinled by calculating the shock shape normal

to the swept fin leading edge using the normal component of the free stream

Mach number. The shape ot the resulting shock impingement path on the plate

can subsequently be obtained by rotating and stretching the streamwise shock

coordinate by the cosine of the sweep angle.
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A shock solution which is more precise in the fin leading edge-sidewall

region can be calculated by using the full freestream Mach number about the

appropriate elliptical shaped leading edge fin. This solution, termed the

"reflection plan solution", assumes no mass flow along the swept leading

"edge.

In the actual case, mass does flow along the swept leading edge and

hence the shock stand-off distance will vary as depicted on Figure 53.

The true shock shape on the plate surface is bounded by these two limiting

cases. In the stagnation region it closely resembles the reflection plane

solution and sufficiently far downstream approaches the two-dimensional

limit. The downstream distance required for the shock wave to approach the

two-dimensional limit is a function of Mach number and fin geometry, including

sweep angle and deflection angle. A reduced downstream Mach number will

Y• shorten the distance requii.d t,' attain validity of the two-dimensional

solution. Thus, the influence of increased fin deflection angle is to

shorten the distance. Reduced sweep also decreases the distance.

The shock shape calculated using the two-dimensional limit for the blunt

swept fin with a 45 degree sweep angle is illustrated in Figure 54a. Figure
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54b illustrates the shock shapes calculated using the two-dimensional limit for

the blunt swept fin with a 60 degree sweep angle. Figure 54c illustrates the

reflection plane shock shape solution for the blun.t swept, 60 degree sweep fin

at a 10 degree deflection angle with its two-dimensional limit counterpart.

The heating variation at the shock calculated using the two-dimensional

limit for the 45 degree swept fin is illustrated in Figure 55a. Figure 55b

illustrates the heating variations at the shock defined by the two-dimensional

limit for the 60 degree swept fin. The shock heating magnitude data point

obtained using the reflection plane shock solution is identical to the "two-

dimensional solution" data point.

The heating at the shock is used as a boundary condition because it is

an identifiable point in the interaction region as discussed in Section 3.1.

When the impinging shock is normal to the surface, the shock heating appears

to take on unique values independent of location along the shock. This heat-

ing level is thought to be characteristic of the separated turbulent heating

levels. When the fin becomes swept, l e impinging shock projection to the

fin surface may be upstream of the sep-rated region. This rationale is con-

sistent with the data on Figure 55 which show that the shock heating for the
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600 blunt swept fin is essent4 .lly at freestream conditions and that at the

smaller sweep angle of 450 ta.dt the heating at the shock is increasing in

response to the presence of the interaction. The problem is complicated

further at small fin deflection angles by the nose bluntness which causes

separation in the stagnation region, although the swept and deflected fin may

not be capable of causing separation aft of the fin leading edge region.

3.4.5 Blunt and Blunt Swept Fin Heating Distributions - Heating dis-

tributions for the blunt and blunt swept fins can be calculated using a

modified form of Equation (15) ,since the boundary conditions have been defined.

The more complex blunt fin geometry induces a much more complex flow field as

evidenced by the fact that the inviscid streamlines are not parallel between

the blunt and blunt swept fins and their induced shocks. This complexity

implies that heating distributions cannot be plotted in a meaningful cross flow

direction, (i.e., along straight lines normal to the inviscid streamlines).

The cross flow direction of (i*) was, therefore, arbitrarily chosen as nv~rmal

to the freestream lines for the correlation. The blunt fin heating distributions

are plotted as a function of 4*. Figure 56 illustrates the heating distributions

calculated for the blunt and blunt swept fins compared with data. All data were

obtained at the higher Reynolds number and for short fins. It can be concluded

that bluntness and sweep influence the flow field and hence the surface heating

such that the heating distribution analysis becomes less valid. This reduced

validity is primarily due to the less precise definition of the location of hh,

but is also influenced by breakdown of the assumption of local similarity in the

flow due to the highly curved shock wave. As evidenced by comparison of the

figures, the effect of sweep has an especially large effect on the distribution.

Figure 56d, which Is based on the reflection plane shock solution, improves

the data correlation of Figure 56c obtained using the two-dimensional shock

solution. However, the improvement is not considered adequate for a good

correlation.
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Extensive flow field and heating data were measured in a three-dimensional

shock wave turbalent boundary layer interaction region v sidewall of a wind

tunnel at Mach number 3.71. The spatial resolution pr ided by the 6 inches

thick turbulent boundary layer on the sidewall prov' Ad excellent measurement

detail.

Correlations and analyses were conducted based on sharp fin geometry and

data. The concluding remarks regarding data correlation, analysis, and valida-

tion are divided into two groups, depending on fin geometry.

The data obtained with a sharp leading edge, non-swept fin, indicate

that, although the interaction region is very complex, a simplified analytical

approach anU correlations can provide adequate design information.

1) Peak heating magnitudes normalized by a function of the inviscid

pressure ratio across the shock become independent of fin angle

above a fin deflection angle corresponding to McCabe's incipient

separation criterion. The variation of normalized peak heating

with downstream distance is hypothesized to depend upon the growth

and entrainment :ates of an imbedded vortex. The maximum ;.eak

heating was not measured within the instrumented region. Che

maximum heating occurs some distance downstream and the exact

location appears to be dependent on boundary layer thickness.

2) A correlation for peak heating location was obtained which compares

favorably with the test data at Mach 3.71 and with Mach 6 and 8

data. The correlations indicate that the peak heating line lies

much closer to the fin than indicated by previous correlations.

3) Surface heating under the impinging shock wave, which is character-

istic of separated turbulent heating, exhibits a distinct change

in character at approximately the fin deflection angle which

corresponds to McCabe's incipient separation angle, For fin

deflection angles less than the incipient sepa--ion angle the

shock heating remains constant at approxim zely the undisturbed value.

For fin deflection angles greater than Mc( 4be's incipient separation

angle the shock heating increases with fin deflection angle. In all

cases the heating is independent of downstream distance.

4) Heat transfer distributions between the shock wave and the peak heat-

ing line were shown to agree with a new analytical technique based on

the presence of an imbedded vortex in the interaction
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region. In proper normalized form the distributions are shown to be

essentially independent of downstream location provided this distance

-4 is greater than 0.86 from the fin leading edge, where the flow becomes

locally similar, and independent of fin deflection angle provided

that the fin deflection angle is greater than the incipient separation

angle.

5) Oil flow data bound the incipient separation angle calculated using

McCabe's criteria. A comparison with other available data is a

partial validation of McCabe's criteria for incipient separation.

S6) All surface and flow field data indicate that when the interaction

causes separation the upstream influence is large. It is hypothesized

that this influence will scale with boundary layer thickness.

Data were also obtained with blunt and blunt swept fin configurations.

These data were compared to the analysis techniques which were developed and
validated with sharp fin data. The results are summarized below:

7) Acceptable heating correlations were obtained for the non-swept

blunt fin data. Blunt fin peak heating appeared to asymptotically

approach sharp fin values sufficiently far downstream. Heating

,at the shock appeared to correspond to separated turbulent heating

regardless of fin deflection angle. The sharp fin heating distri-

bution analysis agreed rather well with blunt fin data considering

the decidedly different flow field.

8) Correlations for blunt swept fin heating data were -t acceptable

in general, and were poorer for the more highly swept fin. Peak

heating was lower than the corresponding sharp fin data due to the

much weaker interaction aft of the stagnation region. Heating

distributionn did not compare with analysis. This discrepancy was

related to the possibility of separation occurring downstream

of the projected shock impingement point on the surface, and also

to the breakdown of the local similarity assumption used in the analysis.

The measured data indicces that peak heating magnitude is reduced

by sweeping the fin leading edge.
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol Meaning

C pressure parameter = P Pk Psh
Psh

C specific heat at constant pressure - Btu/ 0 R lbp mn

h heat transfer coefficient - Btu/Ft sec°R

k thermal conductivity - Btu Ft/sec Ft 2 .R

M Mach number

n exponent in velocity gradient expression, see Equation (11)

P pressure - psia

P T total pressure - psia

P' pitot pressure - psia

q heat transfer rate per unit area - Btu/Ft2 Sec

Pr Prandtl number

R gas constant - Ft lbF/Ibm OR

Re Reynolds number

RLE blunt fin leading edge radius - inches

s distance along inviscid streamline downstream of shock (inches)

T temperature - degrees Rankine

t time

U velocity in the x direction - Ft/Sec.

V velocity in the y direction - Ft/Sec.

W weight per unit area - lb/in2

x distance in freestream direction downstream of fin tip - inches

y distance normal to x-z plane from fin tip - inches

y' distance in y direction from top of Instrumentation column - inches

z distance from test plate surfaces - inches

Sfin deflection angle measured relative to freestream direction -
degrees

velocity gradient (cross flow plane)

y specific heat ratio

SA distance in x-direction from the intersection of peak heating

line with x-axis to the fin tip - inches

As shock stand of distance at stagnation line - inches

6 freestream boundary layer thickness at fin tip - inches

0 local shock angle measured relative to freestream direction - degrees

A peak heating angle measured relative to freestream direction - degrees

Iiviscosity
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NOMENCLATURE (CONT.)

Symbol Meaning

p density - ibm/Ft 3

* surface streamline angle- degrees

distance defined in Figure 31 - inches
distance defined in Figure 30 - inches

distance normal to freestream direction measured from the
shock to the peak heating line - inches

constant defined in Equation (16)

Subscript

aw adiabatic wall

bp measured bare plate value

e boundary layer edge condition

eq value determined at thermodynamic equilibrium

mas maximum

pk local relative maximum or peak

sh value on surface beneath inviscid shock location

w property at wall (test plate surface)

1 value downstream of inviscid shock

freestream value
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